The Green Mentor Program of Project Learning Tree Canada (PLTC) and XV World Forestry Congress (WFC) is a dynamic short-term program that connects young people (ages 18–35) with seasoned experts in the forest and related sectors. PLTC uses an industry-leading platform and algorithm which has already matched hundreds of people based on their personalities, learning styles, goals, interests, and more. This platform is being piloted at a global level for the PLTC/WFC Green Mentor Program.

WHY BE A MENTOR?

• Support the next generation of leaders.
• Share knowledge and nurture a young person’s career growth.
• Gain new perspectives and get reinvigorated.
• Grow your own career by building leadership and coaching skills.
• Recruit potential employees with access to new talent.

GREEN MENTOR EXPECTATIONS

It is a short-term commitment that involves meeting with your mentee for 2–3 hours a month. You will:

• Learn mentorship best practices with PLTC/WFC Green Mentor online webinars and training modules.
• Complete feedback surveys and attend mentorship roundtables.
• Support your mentee as they complete the Green Pathway Plan online course.
• Act as a caring and positive role model for your mentee.

“I think the best part of the Green Mentor Program was the unexpected learnings. You know you’ll learn how to be a better mentor, but I also gained new perspectives and learned how to approach projects differently.”

MOLLY HUDSON, MENTOR DIRECTOR OF SUSTAINABILITY, MOSAIC FOREST MANAGEMENT

APPLY TO BE A GREEN MENTOR


For more information on PLTC/WFC Green Mentor Program, please contact:
Maria.Chiarella@forests.org and Amos.Amanubo@fao.org